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Abstract
We demonstrate that for any prescribed set of ﬁnitely many disjoint closed subdomains
D1;y; Dm of a given spatial domain O in RN ; if d1; d2; a1; a2; c; d; e are positive continuous
functions on O and bðxÞ is identically zero on D :¼ D1,?,Dm and positive in the rest of O;
then for suitable choices of the parameters l; m and all small e40; the competition model
utðx; tÞ  d1ðxÞDuðx; tÞ ¼ la1ðxÞu  ½e1bðxÞ þ 1u2  cðxÞuv;
vtðx; tÞ  d2ðxÞDvðx; tÞ ¼ ma2ðxÞv  eðxÞv2  e1dðxÞuv;
ðx; tÞAO ð0;NÞ
under natural boundary conditions on @O; possesses an asymptotically stable positive steady-
state solution ðue; veÞ that has pattern D; that is, roughly speaking, as e-0; ue converges to a
positive function over D; while it converges to 0 over the rest of O; on the other hand, ve
converges to 0 over D but converges to some positive function in the rest of O: In other words,
the two competing species ue and ve become spatially segregated as e-0; with ue concentrating
on D and ve concentrating on O\D:
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1. Introduction
In [DL], it is shown that solutions with a rather general prescribed pattern (in the
sense explained below) over a given spatial region O in RN can be realized in the
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logistic model
ut  Du ¼ lu  aðxÞu2; xAO; t40; Bu ¼ 0; xA@O; t40;
where aðxÞ is a positive continuous function and B is a boundary operator of
Dirichlet, Neumann or Robin type. More precisely, assume that O is a bounded
domain in RN ðNX2Þ with C2þa-boundary @O; and that D ¼ fD1;y; Dmg is a ﬁnite
collection of disjoint closed smooth subdomains of O; that is, the interior of Dj is
connected, DjCO; Di-Dj ¼ | when iaj; and each Dj has C2;a boundary @Dj: Let
aðxÞ ¼ bðxÞ þ e; where e40 and bðxÞ is continuous on %O; identically zero over D :
¼ Smi¼1 Di and positive over the rest of %O: Then for all large l and each e40; the
above logistic problem has a unique positive steady-state u ¼ fe which attracts all
nontrivial nonnegative solutions and has pattern D as e-0 in the following sense:
For any compact subset O0 of %O\D;
lim
e-0
minxAD feðxÞ
maxxAO0 feðxÞ
¼N: ð1:1Þ
The above deﬁnition is too loose because an e-dependent function fe can satisfy
(1.1) but at the same time it converges to inﬁnity on all of O; or it converges to 0 on
all of O: In either case, it is not intuitively clear that the graph of fe exhibits a clear
pattern as e-0: This short coming can be avoided if we further require that either
fejD or fejO0 is of order 1.
For the solution fe of the logistic equation, it is shown in [DL] that, as e-0;
fe-N uniformly on D and fe-Ul uniformly on every compact subset of %O\D;
where Ul is the minimal positive solution of the boundary blow-up problem
Du ¼ lu  bðxÞu2; xAO\D; Buj@O ¼ 0; uj@D ¼N:
Moreover, efe-0 locally uniformly in %O\D and efe-yj uniformly in Dj; j ¼
1;y; m; where yj denotes the unique positive solution of
Du ¼ lu  u2; xADj ; uj@Dj ¼ 0:
Therefore, both fe and efe exhibit a clear pattern as e-0: It is worthwhile to point
out that u ¼ efe is a globally attractive ( for positive solutions) steady-state of the
logistic model with aðxÞ ¼ 1þ e1bðxÞ: See [DL, Theorems 2.2, 2.7 and Remark 2.8]
for more details.
From a biological point of view, the above result may be interpreted as follows: It
is possible to design a spatially heterogeneous environment for a single species that
obeys the logistic growth law, so that, the population distribution of the species
eventually concentrates mainly on the wanted areas of the environment. It would be
interesting to see whether this is still possible if there are more than one species in the
environment. In this paper we examine the situation of two competing species and
show that, indeed, something similar is possible. More precisely, if D and O are as
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before, and if d1; d2; a1; a2; c; d; e are positive continuous functions on %O and bðxÞ is
identically zero on D1,?,Dm and positive in the rest of %O; then for each ðl; mÞ
belonging to some unbounded open set of R2 and every small e40; the competition
model
utðx; tÞ  d1ðxÞDuðx; tÞ ¼ la1ðxÞu  ½bðxÞ þ eu2  cðxÞuv;
vtðx; tÞ  d2ðxÞDvðx; tÞ ¼ ma2ðxÞv  eðxÞv2  dðxÞuv;
xAO; tX0; ð1:2Þ
under natural boundary conditions on @O; possesses an asymptotically stable
positive steady-state ðue; veÞ such that ðue; veÞ converges to ðN; 0Þ over D and it
converges (along a sequence en-0) to a pair of positive functions in the rest of O:
Moreover, ðeue; veÞ converges to ðf; 0Þ over D; where f is a positive function in the
interior of D; and ðeue; veÞ converges (along a sequence en-0) to some ð0;cÞ over
O\D; where c is a positive function on this set. Therefore, as e-0; both ðue; veÞ and
ðeue; veÞ exhibit a clear pattern over O determined by the set D: It is easy to see that
ðu; vÞ ¼ ðeue; veÞ is an asymptotically stable positive steady-state of a competition
model obtained through a simple rescaling of (1.2), namely,
utðx; tÞ  d1ðxÞDuðx; tÞ ¼ la1ðxÞu  ½e1bðxÞ þ 1u2  cðxÞuv;
vtðx; tÞ  d2ðxÞDvðx; tÞ ¼ ma2ðxÞv  eðxÞv2  e1dðxÞuv;
ðx; tÞAO ð0;NÞ
More accurate and detailed descriptions of ðue; veÞ and ðeue; veÞ will be provided in
Section 3 later. We would like to point out here that our approach reveals a critical l
value l such that patterned solutions (in our sense) in the above e-dependent models
can be found only if l4l; if lol; no patterned positive solutions arise in these
models.
Mathematically, there are essential difﬁculties in passing from the single species
logistic model to the two species competition model. While the dynamical behaviour
of the logistic model is completely understood, considerably less is known for the
competition model (even the steady-state solutions are far from being completely
understood). We refer to [BB], [BD], [CCH], [CL], [D1,D2], [DD], [Du1,Du2], [EFL],
[GL], [HL], [HSW], [HLM], [HMP], [KY], [KL] [LN], [MM] and [RP] for studies on
the competition model; but this is still a very incomplete list of references on the
subject.
In order to simplify the mathematical presentation, we assume from now on that
d1 ¼ d2 ¼ a1 ¼ a2 ¼ e ¼ 1 and that c and d are positive constants. Moreover, for
deﬁniteness, we assume that the boundary conditions for u and v are of Dirichlet
type. Thus our system (1.2) reduces to
utðx; tÞ  Duðx; tÞ ¼ lu  ½bðxÞ þ eu2  cuv;
vtðx; tÞ  Dvðx; tÞ ¼ mv  v2  duv;
uj@Oð0;NÞ ¼ vj@Oð0;NÞ ¼ 0: ð1:3Þ
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We ought to point out that our results remain true for the general case (1.2) as our
method works as well without the above simpliﬁcations. The choice of the Dirichlet
boundary operator here is mainly due to the fact that most of the known results that
will be used in this paper were given for the Dirichlet case. Our results are valid when
the Dirichlet boundary operator is replaced by the Neumann or Robin boundary
operator; only minor variations are needed in the proofs. (The existing results we use
here are also valid with these boundary operators.)
Our study will be based on a reasonably good understanding of the degenerate
competition model, that is, (1.3) with e ¼ 0: In the simpler case that bðxÞ vanishes on
a single component O0 of O; a rather detailed examination of this degenerate model
was carried out in [Du1] and [Du2]. In Section 2, we will generalize part of these
results to the case that bðxÞ vanishes on ﬁnitely many components D1;y; Dm; with
Dj as described above. Moreover, the main a priori estimate result in [Du1], namely
Lemma 3.2 there, will be improved. In [Du1] we could not conclude for the case that
l takes the critical value lO01 ð0Þ: Our more general result here (Theorem 2.1) implies
that the a priori estimate in [Du1, Lemma 3.2] continues to hold for this critical
value. As a consequence, all the results in [Du1] and [Du2] stated for the case
l4lO01 ð0Þ hold true also for l ¼ lO01 ð0Þ: This ﬁlls the gap left open in [Du1,Du2].
In Section 3, based on our results for the degenerate model, we prove our main
result for (1.3) as a perturbation of the degenerate model, mainly along the line of
Section 3 in [Du2]. But here our situation is more involved as bðxÞ vanishes on
several components (and hence giving rise to more interesting patterns of the model).
Indeed, for the proof of our main result (Theorem 3.8) in this section, we have to use
a completely different approach from that used in proving the corresponding result
Lemma 3.4 in [Du2].
2. The degenerate problem
In this section, we study the positive steady-state solutions of (1.3) with e ¼ 0; that
is, positive solutions of the following elliptic problem:
Du ¼ lu  bðxÞu2  cuv in O;
Dv ¼ mv  v2  duv in O;
uj@O ¼ vj@O ¼ 0: ð2:1Þ
We assume that O; D1;y; Dm; D; c; d and bðxÞ are as given in the introduction.
For a given bounded domain O0 and continuous function f over O0; we use lO
0
1 ðfÞ to
denote the ﬁrst eigenvalue of the problem
Du þ fu ¼ lu in O0; uj@O0 ¼ 0:
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Without loss of generality, we assume from now on that
lD11 ð0ÞplD21 ð0Þp?plDm1 ð0Þ:
The following a priori estimate is crucial to our analysis.
Theorem 2.1. Given real numbers l and M, there exists C ¼ Cðl; MÞ40 such that any
positive solution ðu; vÞ of ð2:1Þ with mpM satisfies
jjujjN þ jjvjjNpC:
Here and in the following, we use jj  jjN to denote the LNðOÞ norm. The proof of
Theorem 2.1 is rather long. The following result from [Du1, Lemma 2.10] will be
used frequently in this proof and also later in the paper.
Lemma 2.2. Let fungCW 1;20 ðOÞ satisfy (in the weak sense)
Dunpaun; unX0; jjunjjNpb;
for all nX1; where a and b are positive constants. Then, subject to a subsequence, un
converges weakly in W
1;2
0 ðOÞ and strongly in LpðOÞ ( for all p41) to some
uAW 1;20 ðOÞ-LNðOÞ: If we assume further that jjunjjNXg40 for all n, then uc0:
For the convenience of the reader, we also recall a frequently used comparison
result, Lemma 2.1 in [DM].
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that O is a bounded domain in RN ; aðxÞ and bðxÞ are continuous
functions on O with jjajjLNðOÞoN and bðxÞ nonnegative and not identically zero. Let
u1; u2AC1ðOÞ be positive in O and satisfy (in the weak sense)
Lu1 þ aðxÞu1  bðxÞgðu1Þp0pLu2 þ aðxÞu2  bðxÞgðu2Þ; xAO;
and limx-@Oðu2  u1Þp0; where Lu ¼ Sij½aijðxÞuxi xj is a uniformly elliptic operator
with smooth coefficients aij; gðuÞ is continuous and gðuÞ=u is strictly increasing in the
range infOfu1; u2gouosupOfu1; u2g: Then u2pu1 in O:
In [DM], it is assumed that u1; u2AC2ðOÞ; but the proof there works as well if we
only assume u1; u2AC1ðOÞ: Note that the positive functions u1 and u2 may not be
deﬁned on @O: Therefore this comparison result can be applied to solutions with
boundary blow-ups. The existence of such positive functions u1 and u2 has hidden
restrictions on aðxÞ and bðxÞ:
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It is easy to see that if (2.1) has a positive solution then
necessarily l4lO1 ð0Þ and m4lO1 ð0Þ: Therefore, we may assume that
l4lO1 ð0Þ; M4lO1 ð0Þ:
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Otherwise there is nothing to prove.
We argue indirectly. Suppose that there exists mnAðlO1 ð0Þ; M and a positive
solution ðun; vnÞ of (2.1) with m ¼ mn such that
jjunjjN þ jjvnjjN-N as n-N: ð2:2Þ
We are going to derive a contradiction.
Claim 1. Necessarily l ¼ lDj1 ð0Þ for some 1pjpm:
We prove Claim 1 by a simple adaptation of the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [Du1]. Let
us ﬁrst note that fmng is a bounded sequence.
If we use ym to denote the unique positive solution of the problem
Dv ¼ mv  v2 in O; vj@O ¼ 0;
which exists if and only if m4lO1 ð0Þ; then by a standard comparison argument, we
have
vnpymnpyM :
Therefore, jjvnjjNpjjyM jjN: It now follows from (2.2) that jjunjjN-N:
From the equation for vn we obtain DvnpMvn: Hence we can apply Lemma 2.2
to conclude that, by passing to a subsequence, vn-v
 weakly in W 1;2ðOÞ and
strongly in LpðOÞ for every p41: Clearly, we must have
0pvpyM :
Let u˜n ¼ un=jjunjjN: From the equation for un we easily deduce that Du˜nplu˜n:
Hence by Lemma 2.2, by passing to a subsequence, u˜n-u˜ weakly in W
1;2ðOÞ and
strongly in LpðOÞ; 8p41: Moreover, 0pu˜p1 and u˜c0:
Let us show that u˜ ¼ 0 a.e. in Oþ :¼ O\D: Indeed, by Lemma 2.3, we easily see that
unpUl on Oþ; where Ul denotes the minimal positive solution of
DU ¼ lU  bðxÞU2 in Oþ; U j@O ¼ 0; U j@D ¼N:
If Oþ has several components (the number of which must be ﬁnite due to the
smoothness of @D), then we understand that U is positive on each component. The
existence of Ul is a consequence of Lemma 2.6 in [DL]. Now from
0pu˜npUl=jjunjjN and jjunjjN-N; we immediately obtain u˜n-0 uniformly on
any compact subset of %O\D: Thus u˜ ¼ 0 a.e. in Oþ:
But u˜c0: Hence there must exist some 1pjpm such that u˜c0 in Dj : As u˜ ¼ 0 on
Oþ and @Dj is C2; we ﬁnd that u˜jDjAW 1;20 ðDjÞ: We now choose an arbitrary
fACN0 ðDjÞ; multiply f=jjunjjN to the equation for un and integrate over Dj: It yields,
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recalling bðxÞ ¼ 0 on Dj ;Z
Dj
ru˜n  rf dx ¼ l
Z
Dj
u˜nf dx  c
Z
Dj
u˜nvnf dx:
Letting n-N we obtainZ
Dj
ru˜  rf dx ¼ l
Z
Dj
u˜f dx  c
Z
Dj
u˜vf dx; 8fACN0 ðDjÞ:
This implies that u˜jDj is a weak solution of
Du ¼ ðl cvÞu in ’Dj; uj@Dj ¼ 0: ð2:3Þ
Here and in what follows, we use ’Dj to denote the interior of the closed set Dj: As
l cvALNðDjÞ; by standard elliptic regularity, u˜jDjAC1ðDjÞ: Moreover, the weak
Harnack inequality applied to (2.3) implies that u˜40 in ’Dj:
We now multiply the equation for vn by a nonnegative function cACN0 ðOÞ with
cðxÞ40 on Dj; and integrate over O: We obtainZ
O
rvn  rc ¼ mn
Z
O
vnc
Z
O
v2nc d
Z
O
unvnc:
Rearranging we deduce
Z
O
u˜nvnc ¼ ðdjjunjjNÞ1 
Z
O
rvn  rcþ mn
Z
O
vnc
Z
O
v2nc
 
:
Letting n-N in the above identity we obtainZ
O
u˜vc ¼ 0:
But all three functions appearing in the above identity are nonnegative in O; with c
and u˜ positive on ’Dj: This implies that v
 ¼ 0 a.e. in Dj: Thus (2.3) reduces to
Du˜ ¼ lu˜ in ’Dj; u˜j@Dj ¼ 0:
As u˜ is positive in ’Dj; this implies that l ¼ lDj1 ð0Þ; ﬁnishing the proof of Claim 1.
Let f denote the positive eigenfunction corresponding to l ¼ lDj1 ð0Þ
with jjfjjN ¼ 1: We will make use of f to prove the following crucial
observation.
Claim 2. There exists C040 such that mn :¼ minxADj unðxÞpC0; 8nX1:
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To prove Claim 2, we multiply the equation for un by f and integrate over Dj:
After integration by parts, we obtain
c
Z
Dj
unvnf ¼
Z
@Dj
un @f
@nj
 
Xmnc0; ð2:4Þ
where
c0 ¼
Z
@Dj
@f
@nj
 
40
and nj denotes the outward unit normal of @Dj:
Multiplying the equation for vn by f and integrating over Dj; we obtainZ
Dj
lvn f þ
Z
@Dj
vn
@f
@nj
¼
Z
Dj
ðmnvnf  v2nfÞ  d
Z
Dj
unvnf:
Therefore,
Z
Dj
unvnf ¼ d1
Z
Dj
ðmnvn  v2n  lvnÞf 
Z
@Dj
vn
@f
@nj
 !
:
Since fjjvnjjNg and fmng are bounded, we see from the above identity that
0p
Z
Dj
unvnfpM0
for some positive constant M0 and all nX1: So if we take C0 ¼ c10 cM0; then by (2.4),
mnpc10 c
Z
Dj
unvnfpC0; 8nX1:
This proves Claim 2.
The rest of the proof is motivated by the ideas in Section 3 of [DH] which have
found applications also in [Du2, Section 2] and [DL, Section 2.3].
Claim 3. Let xnADj satisfy unðxnÞ ¼ mn: Then dðxn; @DjÞ-0 and there exists
nnASN1 ¼ fxARN : jxj ¼ 1g such that f@unðxnÞ@nn g is bounded from above.
To show the ﬁrst part of Claim 3, we let K be an arbitrary closed subdomain of ’Dj
with C2 boundary @K : On Dj; due to bðxÞ ¼ 0; we have
Du˜n ¼ lu˜n  cu˜nvn:
Since the right side of the above identity has an LNðDjÞ bound that is independent of
n; we deduce by standard interior elliptic estimates that fu˜njKg is bounded in
W 2;pðKÞ ð8p41Þ and hence is compact in C1ðKÞ (by Sobolev imbedding). Therefore,
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we must have u˜njK-u˜jK in C1ðKÞ: As u˜40 on K; this implies that unðxÞ-N
uniformly on K : By Claim 2, we know that unðxnÞ ¼ mnpC0: Hence necessarily
xnADj\K for all large n: This implies that dðxn; @DjÞ-0 as K is arbitrary.
To prove the second part of Claim 3, we deﬁne
Dnj ¼ fxADj : dðx; @DjÞXdðxn; @DjÞg:
Clearly Dnj ¼ Dj when xnA@Dj; and when xne@Dj ; then Dnj is a proper subset of Dj :
Since dðxn; @DjÞ-0; for all large n; @Dnj is C2 and is close to @Dj if not coincide with
it.
By our assumption on bðxÞ; there exists a small open neighbourhood Dj of Dj such
that bðxÞ40 on %Dj \Dj: Set
On ¼ Dj \Dnj ;
and consider the problem
Du ¼ ðl cvnÞu  bðxÞu2 in On; uj@D
j
¼ 0; uj@Dn
j
¼ mn: ð2:5Þ
Let us now use an upper and lower solution argument to show that (2.5) has a
positive solution wn: Clearly u ¼ 0 is a lower solution. To ﬁnd an upper solution, we
choose a small smooth neighbourhood O0 of Dj \Dj such that bðxÞ40 on O0\Dj and
Dj-O0 has small measure so that lDj-O
0
1 ð0Þ4l: We now ﬁx some l0 satisfying
maxfl; lO01 ð0Þgol0olDj-O
0
1 ð0Þ:
Then it is well known (see, e.g., [Ou]) that the problem
Du ¼ l0u  bðxÞu2 in O0; uj@O0 ¼ 0
has a unique positive solution u0: For all large n; On is contained in some compact
subset K0 of O0: Since u0ðxÞ40 on K0; we can ﬁnd a constant M 041 such that
U 0 :¼ M 0u0Xsupfmng on K0: Moreover, in On; it is easily checked that
DU 0Xðl cvnÞU 0  bðxÞU 02:
Therefore, u ¼ U 0 is an upper solution to (2.5). It follows that (2.5) has a solution wn
satisfying 0pwnpU 0: The strong maximum principle implies that wn40 on On:
Furthermore, we can apply Lemma 2.3 to conclude that wn is the unique positive
solution to (2.5).
Clearly wnpun on @On: By Lemma 2.3, we deduce wnpun in On: But xnA@Dnj and
unðxnÞ ¼ wnðxnÞ: So, if nn denotes the unit normal of @Dnj at xn pointing outward
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of On; then
@unðxnÞ
@nn
p@wnðxnÞ
@nn
:
Thus, to ﬁnish the proof for Claim 3, it sufﬁces to show that f@wnðxnÞ@nn g is bounded
from above. We will deduce this from a regularity consideration. We ﬁrst observe
that wn has an L
N bound on On that is independent of n; since we have wnpU 0:
Using this observation we see from (2.5) that Dwn has an LN bound on On that is
independent of n: Moreover, for all large n; @On is C2 with the C2 norm of its local
parameterizations independent of n: Recall also that wn is uniformly bounded on On
and wnj@On takes constant values on each component of @On: Taking all these into
account, we ﬁnd by the Lp theory for the elliptic operator D up to the boundary
(see, e.g., Theorem 9.13 and its proof in [GT], or pages 190–193 in [LU]), that for any
p41; jjwnjjW 2;pðOnÞ has a bound independent of n: By the Sobolev imbedding theorem
and the uniform smoothness of @On; this implies that jjwnjjC1ð %OnÞ has a bound
independent of n: In particular, fjrwnðxnÞjg and hence f@wnðxnÞ@nn g is bounded. This
ﬁnishes the proof of Claim 3.
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 by deducing the following
contradiction (to Claim 3).
Claim 4. @unðxnÞ@nn -N as n-N:
We see from the above that Claim 3 is proved by comparing un with a function wn
deﬁned in a one-sided neighbourhood of @Dnj that is outside of D
n
j : To prove Claim
4, we consider un on D
n
j and compare it with another function zn to be deﬁned in an
annulus that touches @Dnj at xn and lies inside D
n
j :
Since Dnj approaches Dj and @D
n
j is uniformly C
2 for all large n; there exists R40
such that for every large n and xA@Dnj ; one can ﬁnd a closed ball Bx of radius R so
that BxCDnj and Bx-Dnj ¼ fxg: Let yn denote the centre of Bxn and deﬁne
cnðxÞ ¼ esjxynj
2  esR2 ;
where s is a positive constant to be determined in a moment.
A direct calculation gives
Dcn þ lcn ¼ ð4s2jx  ynj2  2Nsþ lÞesjxynj
2  lesR2 :
Hence, for xABxn\B
n; where Bn ¼ fxARN : jx  ynjoR=2g; and for x40; we have
Dðmn þ xcnÞ þ ðl cvnÞðmn þ xcnÞ
¼ xð4s2jx  ynj2  2Nsþ l cvnÞesjxynj
2
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 lxesR2 þ cvnxesR2 þ ðl cvnÞmn
Xxðs2R2  2Ns cvnÞesR2  cvnmn40;
provided that s and then x are large enough, say sXs040 and xXx0 ¼ x0ðsÞ40:
We ﬁx s ¼ s0 from now on.
Choose a compact set KC ’Dj such that
SN
n¼n0 B
nCK ; where n0 is large enough such
that Bn is deﬁned. We already proved in the proof of Claim 3 that unðxÞ-N
uniformly on K : Therefore, we can ﬁnd a sequence xn4x0 satisfying xn-N and
unðxÞXznðxÞ :¼ mn þ xncnðxÞ; 8xA@BnCK ; 8nXn0:
By our previous estimates,
Dznpðl cvnÞzn in Bxn\Bn:
Moreover,
zn ¼ mnpun on @Bxn ; znpun on @Bn:
Recall that on Bxn \B
nCDj ; un satisﬁes
Dun ¼ ðl cvnÞun:
Since l ¼ lDj1 ð0ÞolBxn \B
n
1 ð0Þ and cvn40; we can apply the maximum principle to
conclude that
znpun on Bxn \Bn:
But at xnA@Bxn ; we have znðxnÞ ¼ mn ¼ unðxnÞ: Therefore,
@unðxnÞ
@nn
X
@znðxnÞ
@nn
¼ xnð2sResR2Þ-N:
This proves Claim 4 and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is thus complete. &
With the a priori estimate provided by Theorem 2.1, we ﬁnd that all the results in
Section 3.1 of [Du1] hold also for l ¼ lO01 ð0Þ: Moreover, the validity of these results
is not affected when O0 is replaced by D which is the union of D1;y; Dm; as the
proofs there work as well for the latter case. We should point out that the results
needed here for the degenerate logistic equation are covered in [Ou] (see also
[FKLM], [DL]).
We state one of these results for our situation here (with O0 replaced by D).
Theorem 2.4. Suppose lXlD11 ð0Þ: Then
(i) (Existence and nonexistence) There exists mpm0 such that ð2:1Þ has no positive
solution for mom; and it has at least one positive solution for m4m:
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(ii) (Multiplicity and stability) If mom0; then ð2:1Þ has at least two positive solutions
for mAðm; m0Þ; and at least one positive solution for m ¼ m: Moreover, at least
one positive solution is asymptotically stable for mAðm; m0Þ:
(iii) (Continuum) All the positive solutions of ð2:1Þ stated in (i) and (ii) above can be
chosen from an unbounded positive solution branch S of ð2:1Þ which joins the
semitrivial solution ðm0; 0; ym0Þ and N:
Here m04lO1 ð0Þ is determined uniquely by
l ¼ lO1 ðcym0Þ: ð2:6Þ
Remark 2.5. It is also easy to see that if lolD11 ð0Þ; then all the results in Section 2 of
[Du1] continue to hold when O0 is replaced by D:
3. Realization of prescribed patterns by perturbation
Throughout this section, we assume that O; D ¼ fD1;y; Dmg and D ¼
Sm
j¼1 Dj
are as in the introduction, and
lD11 ð0ÞplD21 ð0Þp?plDm1 ð0Þ:
Moreover, bðxÞ is a continuous function over %O; it is identically zero on D and
positive on %O\D:
We will show in this section how to ﬁnd a positive steady-state solution ðue; veÞ of
(1.3) that is asymptotically stable and such that ðue; veÞ exhibits a clear pattern as
e-0:
3.1. Preliminary results
We collect here some known results or simple variations of known results for later
use.
The ﬁrst result is concerned with the following logistic equation:
Du ¼ lu  ½bðxÞ þ eu2; uj@O ¼ 0: ð3:1Þ
It is well known that (3.1) has a unique positive solution fe when l4l
O
1 ð0Þ and
there is no positive solution when lplO1 ð0Þ: The behaviour of fe as e-0 was given in
Theorem 2.2 of [DL] which we recall below.
Proposition 3.1. Let l4lO1 ð0Þ and fe be the unique positive solution of ð3:1Þ: Then the
following holds.
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(i) If lO1 ð0ÞololD11 ð0Þ; then as e-0; fe converges uniformly to the unique positive
solution of
Du ¼ lu  bðxÞu2; uj@O ¼ 0: ð3:2Þ
(ii) If lDk1 ð0ÞplolDkþ11 ð0Þ for some 1pkpm  1; then
(a) lime-0 feðxÞ ¼N uniformly on Dk :¼
Sk
j¼1 Dj;
(b) lime-0 feðxÞ ¼ UðxÞoN uniformly on any compact subset of %O\Dk;
where UðxÞ is the minimal positive solution of the boundary blow-up
problem
Du ¼ lu  bðxÞu2; xAO\Dk; uj@O ¼ 0; uj@Dj ¼N; j ¼ 1;y; k: ð3:3Þ
(iii) If lXlDm1 ð0Þ; then
(a) lime-0 feðxÞ ¼N uniformly on D ¼
Sm
j¼1 Dj;
(b) lime-0 feðxÞ ¼ UðxÞoN uniformly on any compact subset of %O\D;
where UðxÞ is the minimal positive solution of the boundary blow-up
problem
Du ¼ lu  bðxÞu2; xAO\D; uj@O ¼ 0; uj@D ¼N: ð3:4Þ
We would like to point out that O\
Sk
j¼1 Dj ð1pkpmÞ may have more than one
components. By a positive solution of (3.3) or (3.4), we mean a solution which is
positive on every components of the underlying region. This convention will be used
for similar situations throughout this paper.
Remark 3.2. Under the following extra condition on bðxÞ;
lim
dðx;DjÞ-0
bðxÞ
dðx; DjÞ ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;y; m; ð3:5Þ
the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 ( for more general nonlinearities) was also obtained
in [L]. Since the method in [DL] (based on ideas in Section 3 of [DH]) works as well
for nonlinearities including that appearing in [L], the above restriction (3.5) in [L]
can be removed.
We now consider the set of positive steady-state solutions of (1.3), that is, positive
solutions of the following elliptic system:
Du ¼ lu  ½bðxÞ þ eu2  cuv;
Dv ¼ mv  v2  duv;
uj@O ¼ vj@O ¼ 0: ð3:6Þ
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In the case that bðxÞ þ e is replaced by a positive constant (which can be
reduced to 1 through a well-known simple rescaling trick), this problem has been
studied in many previous works, but we choose to follow [BD] where a bifurca-
tion and monotonicity approach was taken. In this approach, one ﬁxes l4lO1 ð0Þ
and ﬁrstly uses local and global bifurcation arguments as in [BB], to conclude
that there is a bounded global branch of positive solutions of (3.6), S ¼ fðm; u; vÞg;
that joins the semitrivial solutions at ðm0; yl; 0Þ and ðm0; 0; ym0Þ; respectively,
where m0 ¼ lO1 ðdylÞ and m0 is determined by (2.6). Then more information
about S is obtained by making use of the monotonicity of the system. For
example, if
m ¼ inffm : ðm; u; vÞASg; m ¼ supfm : ðm; u; vÞASg;
then there is no positive solution when me½m; m: This fact is not obvious as it is not
clear that S contains all the possible positive solutions of the system. But it is a
consequence of the monotonicity of the system which allows to show that all the
maximal and minimal positive solutions must belong to S; this also gives rise to some
multiplicity results.
As was sketched in the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [Du1], the arguments in [BD] is
not affected by replacing the constant 1 by the positive function bðxÞ þ e: So the
main results in [BD] remain valid for (3.6) with some suitable modiﬁcations in the
notations.
Let us note that for l4lO1 ð0Þ and m4lO1 ð0Þ; the semitrivial solutions of (3.6) are
ðfe; 0Þ and ð0; ymÞ: Correspondingly, m0 above should be replaced by
me0 ¼ lO1 ðdfeÞ;
but m0 remains unchanged.
The result for (3.6) can now be stated as follows (compare with [Du1, Theorem
2.4]).
Proposition 3.3. Let l4lO1 ð0Þ and e40: Then
(i) Existence and nonexistence: There exist mðeÞ and mðeÞ satisfying
lO1 ð0ÞomðeÞpmðeÞoN such that ð3:6Þ has no positive solution for
me½mðeÞ; mðeÞ; and has at least one positive solution for mAðmðeÞ; mðeÞÞ:
(ii) Location of mðeÞ and mðeÞ: mðeÞpminfme0; m0g; mðeÞXmaxfme0; m0g:
(iii) Continuum: There is a continuum of positive solutions of ð3:6Þ; Se ¼
fðm; u; vÞgCR  Cð %OÞ  Cð %OÞ; that connects the semi-trivial solutions
ðme0;fe; 0Þ and ðm0; 0; ym0Þ: Moreover,
mðeÞ ¼ inffm : ðm; u; vÞASeg; mðeÞ ¼ supfm : ðm; u; vÞASeg:
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(iv) Multiplicity: If mðeÞominfme0; m0g; then ð3:6Þ has at least two positive solutions
for mAðmðeÞ;minfme0;m0gÞ; and at least one positive solution for m ¼ mðeÞ: If
mðeÞ4maxfme0; m0g; then ð3:6Þ has at least two positive solutions for
mAðmaxfme0; m0g; mðeÞÞ; and at least one positive solution for m ¼ mðeÞ:
Moreover, all these solutions can be chosen from the continuum Se:
The behaviour of me0; mðeÞ and mðeÞ as e-0 will become crucial in our later
analysis. We consider me0 ¼ lO1 ðdfeÞ ﬁrst. If lO1 ð0ÞololD11 ð0Þ; then by part (i) of
Proposition 3.1 and the continuous dependence of lO1 ðfÞ on f; we ﬁnd
me0 ¼ lO1 ðdfeÞ-lO1 ðdf0Þ;
where f0 is the unique positive solution of (3.2).
Suppose next that lXlD11 ð0Þ: In the case that D and O\D are connected, the
behaviour of lO1 ðdfeÞ was addressed by Lemma 3.1 of [Du2]. The case that D (and
possibly O\D) has several components is slightly more involved, and is considered in
the following result.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose cnACð %OÞ satisfies
(i) cnX M for some constant M and all nX1;
(ii) cn-N uniformly on D
k :¼ Skj¼1 Dj for some k satisfying 1pkpm;
(iii) there exists cACð %O\DkÞ such that cnpc and cn-c in LpðO0Þ for every p41
and any O0CCO\Dk:
Then
lO1 ðcnÞ-lO\D
k
1 ðcÞ:
Here we need to explain the meaning of lO\D
k
1 ðcÞ: We may assume that O\Dk has i
components o1;y;oi: The number i must be ﬁnite due to the smoothness of the
boundary of O\Dk: For each 1pspi; deﬁne los1 ðcÞ as in Theorem 3.8 of [Du1],
namely,
los1 ðcÞ ¼ limn-N l
os
1 ðmaxfc; ngÞ;
then
lO\D
k
1 ðcÞ ¼ min
1pspi
los1 ðcÞ:
Proof. We need only consider the case that iX2 as the case i ¼ 1 is covered by
Lemma 3.1 in [Du2].
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Following the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [Du2], we ﬁnd that, subject to a
subsequence, lO1 ðcnÞ-m where m ¼ loj1 ðcÞ for some j between 1 and i: It remains
to show that m ¼ min1pspi los1 ðcÞ (which would imply that the entire sequence
lO1 ðcnÞ converges to m).
By Theorem 3.9 of [Du1], for each s between 1 and i; there exists FsAW
1;2
0 ðosÞ
which is a positive eigenfunction corresponding to los1 ðcÞ: We may assume that the
L2 norm of Fs over os is 1. From the equation for Fs it is easily seen that the integralR
os
cF2s is ﬁnite and
los1 ðcÞ ¼
Z
os
jrFsj2 þ cF2s :
Extending Fs to be zero outside os we can regard it as an element in W
1;2
0 ðOÞ: By the
variational characterization of the ﬁrst eigenvalue, we have
lO1 ðcnÞp
Z
O
jrFsj2 þ cnF2s
p
Z
os
jrFsj2 þ cF2s ¼ los1 ðcÞ; 1pspi:
It follows that mpmin1pspi los1 ðcÞ: Therefore m ¼ min1pspi los1 ðcÞ: &
Combining Propositions 3.1 and 3.4, and noticing that fe increases as e decreases,
we obtain
Corollary 3.5. (i) If lDk1 ð0ÞplolDkþ11 ð0Þ for some 1pkpm  1; then
lim
e-0
lO1 ðdfeÞ ¼ l
O\,k
j¼1Dj
1 ðdUÞ;
where U is the minimal positive solution of ð3:3Þ:
(ii) If lXlDm1 ð0Þ; then
lim
e-0
lO1 ðdfeÞ ¼ lO\D1 ðdUÞ;
where U is the minimal positive solution of ð3:4Þ:
We now consider mðeÞ and mðeÞ: When D is connected, their behaviour as e-0
was examined in Theorem 3.2 of [Du2]. But an inspection of the argument there
shows that, if we replace the a priori estimate there by Theorem 2.1 here, then the
proof works also for the case that D has ﬁnitely many components D1;y; Dm: So we
have the following result.
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Proposition 3.6. The functions e-mðeÞ and e-mðeÞ are both nonincreasing.
Moreover,
(i) if lXlD11 ð0Þ; then lime-0 mðeÞ ¼N and lime-0 mðeÞ ¼ #mpm; where m is
defined in Theorem 2:4;
(ii) if lO1 ð0ÞololD11 ð0Þ; then lime-0 mðeÞ ¼ m and lime-0 mðeÞ ¼ m; where m and
m are as defined in Theorem 2:4 of [Du1] (with O0 replaced by D; see Remark 2:5
in the last section).
We would like to remark that the fact that mðeÞ-N as e-0 in the case lXlD11 ð0Þ
is proved by regarding (3.6) as a smooth perturbation of (2.1) and a degree theoretic
argument. The a priori estimate established in Theorem 2.1 plays a decisive role in
this proof. Intuitively (but not rigorously), any bounded part of the global
bifurcation branch S of positive solutions of (2.1) given in Theorem 2.4, is perturbed
to give a part of the global bifurcation branch Se of (3.6). Since S bifurcates from the
semitrivial solution ðm0; 0; ym0Þ and continues to inﬁnity through m-N; for small
e40; after bifurcating from the (same) semitrivial solution ðm0; 0; ym0Þ; Se follows
closely S until m is very large (depending on e) and then bends back at m ¼ mðeÞ;
after that Se is continued for smaller m until it joins the other semitrivial solution
ðme0;fe; 0Þ: Note that l ¼ lO01 ð0Þ was not allowed in [Du2] because the a priori
estimate there is not good enough. Using Theorem 2.1 here, we see that Theorem 3.2
in [Du2] holds for l ¼ lO01 ð0Þ as well.
It is worthwhile to point out that if lolD11 ð0Þ; then the argument in Section 2.2
of [Du1] can be easily adapted to show that (2.1) behaves similarly to the classical
competition model (i.e., when bðxÞ is replaced by 1); moreover, a simple
regularity and compactness argument can be used to show that, for e40 small,
every positive solution ðue; veÞ of (3.6) is uniformly close to a positive solution
ðu; vÞ of (2.1), and hence no patterned positive solution (in our sense) can be found
for (3.6).
3.2. Definition and dynamical properties of ðue; veÞ
We are now in a position to describe how to ﬁnd the asymptotically stable
patterned positive solution ðue; veÞ of (3.6) (as steady-state of (1.3)). We assume from
now on that
lXlD11 ð0Þ: ð3:7Þ
From Corollary 3.5, we know that me0 ¼ lO1 ðdfeÞ has a ﬁnite limit as e-0; the value
of which is determined by l in a rather implicit manner.
By Proposition 3.6, we have mðeÞ-N as e-0: Therefore, for all small e;
mðeÞ4maxfme0; m0g; and by part (iv) of Proposition 3.3, (3.6) has at least two positive
solutions for m satisfying mðeÞ4m4maxfme0; m0g and at least one positive solution
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for m ¼ mðeÞ: What is more important for our purpose here is that for each m
satisfying me0ompmðeÞ; (3.6) has a minimal positive solution ðue; veÞ in the sense that
any possible positive solution ðu; vÞ of (3.6) satisﬁes upue and vXve: This can be
proved in the same way as in part (ii) of Lemma 2.6 in [BD].
We now describe some dynamical properties of (1.3) which uses ðue; veÞ; the
behaviour of ðue; veÞ as e-0 will be studied in Section 3.3. To this end, it is
convenient to introduce the order structure in E :¼ Cð %OÞ  Cð %OÞ induced by its
positive cone
P :¼ fðu; vÞAE: up0; vX0g;
that is,
ðu1; v1ÞpPðu2; v2Þ if and only if ðu2  u1; v2  v1ÞAP:
It is well known that the semiﬂow generated by the solutions of (1.3) preserves the
above order in E: Moreover, by restricting to a smaller space
E0 :¼ fðu; vÞAC1ð %OÞ  C1ð %OÞ : uj@O ¼ vj@O ¼ 0g;
it can be proved that this semiﬂow is strongly order-preserving for the order in E0
induced by P0 :¼ E0-P (see, e.g., [S, Chapter 7]).
Using these properties, it can be proved that, for mAðme0; mðeÞÞ; the order interval
½ðue; veÞ; ð0; ymÞP :¼ fðu; vÞAE : ðue; veÞpPðu; vÞpPð0; ymÞg
attracts all the solutions of (1.3) with nontrivial nonnegative initial values in E:
Moreover, ðue; veÞ is globally attractive from below in the sense that if ðuðx; tÞ; vðx; tÞÞ
is a nontrivial nonnegative solution of (1.3) with initial value
ðuð; 0Þ; vð; 0ÞÞpPðue; veÞ; then ðuð; tÞ; vð; tÞÞ-ðue; veÞ in E as t-N:
The proof of these facts is based on the observation that for m in this range, ðfe; 0Þ
is linearly unstable and there exists a sequence of lower solutions
ðun; vnÞA½ðfe; 0Þ; ð0; ymÞP of (3.6) which converges to ðfe; 0Þ; and any solution of
(1.3) with initial value ðun; vnÞ converges to ðue; veÞ as t-N: The detailed arguments
are the same as that in the proofs of Theorems 2.7–2.9 of [Du1]. Note that, here and
in what follows, we use the deﬁnition in [Du1,Du2] for upper and lower solutions of
(3.6) (which is stated explicitly in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [Du2]).
It is important for us to know whether ðue; veÞ is asymptotically stable as a steady-
state of (1.3), though we already know that it is globally attractive from below.
Unfortunately, we can only prove that this is generically the case; in the possible
exceptional cases the deﬁnition of ðue; veÞ needs to be changed in order to obtain
asymptotical stability. Since this uses known results and is rather technical, we
postpone the detailed discussion to Section 3.4.
Remark 3.7. We would like to point out here a mistake in [Du1]; namely, in Section
2.3 of [Du1] and also in the proof of Lemma 3.5 of [Du1], it was claimed that the
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maximal and minimal positive solutions of the competition system (2.4) there are
asymptotically stable. As will be seen from Section 3.4 later, this claim is not quite
correct. Though generically these maximal and minimal solutions are asymptotically
stable, there might be exceptional cases where an asymptotically stable solution can
still be found but it is not the maximal or minimal solution. The mistake in [Du1] is
caused by a misinterpretation of an argument in [D2].
3.3. The pattern of ðue; veÞ
In this subsection, we describe the behaviour of ðue; veÞ; the minimal positive
solution of (3.6), as e-0: We will also study the behaviour of ðeue; veÞ which
gives an intuitively clearer pattern than ðue; veÞ: As will be explained later,
ðeue; veÞ is the minimal positive solution of a competition model easily obtained
from (3.6).
Our ﬁrst main result is the following.
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that lXlD11 ð0Þ:
(i) If lDk1 ð0ÞololDkþ11 ð0Þ and m4lO\D
k
1 ðdUÞ for some 1pkpm  1; where Dk :¼Sk
j¼1 Dj and U
 is the maximal positive solution of ð3:3Þ; then
(a) ðue; veÞ-ðN; 0Þ uniformly on Dk;
(b) %Umplime-0 ue; lime-0 uep
%
Um;
%
Vmplime-0ve; lime-0vep %Vm; where the
limits are uniform on any compact subset of %O\Dk; ð
%
Um;
%
VmÞ and ð %Um; %VmÞ
are respectively the minimal and maximal positive solutions of the boundary
blow-up problem
Du ¼ lu  bðxÞu2  cuv; xAO\Dk;
Dv ¼ mv  v2  duv; xAO\Dk;
uj@O ¼ vj@O ¼ 0; uj@Dk ¼N; vj@Dk ¼ 0: ð3:8Þ
Moreover, for any positive sequence feng that converges to 0, fðuen ; venÞg has
a subsequence that converges, uniformly on any compact subset of %O\Dk; to a
positive solution of ð3:8Þ:
(ii) If l4lDm1 ð0Þ and m4lO\D1 ðdUÞ; where U is the maximal positive solution of
ð3:4Þ; then
(a) ðue; veÞ-ðN; 0Þ uniformly on D,
(b) %Umplime-0 ue; lime-0 uep
%
Um;
%
Vmplime-0 ve; lime-0 vep %Vm; where the
limits are uniform on any compact subset of %O\D; ð
%
Um;
%
VmÞ and ð %Um; %VmÞ are
respectively the minimal and maximal positive solutions of the boundary
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blow-up problem
 Du ¼ lu  bðxÞu2  cuv; xAO\D;
 Dv ¼ mv  v2  duv; xAO\D;
uj@O ¼ vj@O ¼ 0; uj@D ¼N; vj@D ¼ 0: ð3:9Þ
Moreover, for any positive sequence feng that converges to 0, fðuen ; venÞg has
a subsequence that converges, uniformly on any compact subset of %O\D; to a
positive solution of ð3:9Þ:
Here, the maximal and minimal positive solutions of (3.8) or (3.9) are understood
in the sense that any positive solution ðu; vÞ of (3.8) or (3.9) satisﬁes
%
UmXuX %Um;
%
Vmpvp %Vm:
By abusing the notation a little, we denote these relations (here and in what follows)
by ð
%
Um;
%
VmÞpPðu; vÞpPð %Um; %VmÞ: Note that the existence of U is guaranteed by
Lemma 2.6 in [DL].
Proof. We only prove case (i); the proof for case (ii) is similar. We divide the rather
long proof into ﬁve steps with each one consisting of a particular claim. The whole
proof is essentially based on the following result.
Claim 1. Let mAC1ð %OÞ be a strictly positive function and dAC1ð %OÞ be a nonnegative
function. Then for each xA½0; 1 the problem
Du ¼ lu  ½bðxÞ þ xu2  cuv; xAO\Dk;
Dv ¼ mv  v2  duv; xAO\Dk;
uj@O ¼ vj@O ¼ 0; uj@Dk ¼ m; vj@Dk ¼ d: ð3:10Þ
has a maximal positive solution ðu; vÞ and minimal positive solution ðu; vÞ in the
sense that any positive solution ðu; vÞ of ð3:10Þ satisfies ðu; vÞpPðu; vÞpPðu; vÞ:
Moreover, if m1; m2 are positive functions in C
1ð %OÞ satisfying m1pm2 on
@Dk; d1; d2 are nonnegative functions in C1ð %OÞ satisfying d1Xd2 on @Dk; and
x1; x2 are constants in ½0; 1 satisfying x1Xx2; then the maximal positive solutions
ðui ; vi Þ of ð3:10Þ with ðm; d; xÞ ¼ ðmi; di; xiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; satisfy ðu1; v1ÞXPðu2; v2Þ:
Similarly, the corresponding minimal positive solutions ðui; viÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; satisfy
ðu1; v1ÞXPðu2; v2Þ:
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We prove this claim by an iteration argument similar to that used in the proof of
Lemma 3.12 in [Du1]. Let f0 denote the unique positive solution of
Dv ¼ mv  v2 in O\Dk; vj@O ¼ 0; vj@Dk ¼ d:
The existence of f0 follows from a simple upper and lower solution argument (and
m4lO\D
k
1 ð0Þ in the case dj@Dk  0); the uniqueness is a consequence of Lemma 2.3.
Let ðu0; v0Þ ¼ ð0;f0Þ and deﬁne ðun; vnÞ inductively by
Dun þ Mun ¼ðlþ MÞun1  ½bðxÞ þ xu2n1  cun1vn1; xAO\Dk;
Dvn þ Mvn ¼ðmþ MÞvn1  v2n1  dun1vn1; xAO\Dk;
unj@O ¼ vnj@O ¼ 0; unj@Dk ¼ m; vnj@Dk ¼ d: ð3:11Þ
Here M is a positive constant satisfying
M4maxfjjðb þ 1ÞUmjjN þ cjjf0jjN  l; jjf0jjN þ djjUmjjNg;
where Um denotes the unique positive solution to
Du ¼ lu  ½bðxÞ þ xu2 in O\Dk; uj@O ¼ 0; uj@Dk ¼ m:
The existence of Um can be proved by a lower and upper solution argument much as
in our argument for (2.5). (The case x40 is simpler.) Its uniqueness follows from
Lemma 2.3.
It is easily checked that
ðUm; 0ÞpPðun; vnÞpPðun1; vn1ÞpPð0;f0Þ: ð3:12Þ
From (3.12) it follows that there exist positive functions u and v such that
unðxÞ-uðxÞ and vnðxÞ-vðxÞ as n-N for each xAO\Dk: Moreover, a standard
regularity and compactness argument shows that the convergence also holds in
C1ðO\DkÞ and ðu; vÞ solves (3.10).
If ðu; vÞ is any positive solution of (3.10). Then it is easily seen that ðu; vÞpPðu0; v0Þ:
It follows that ðu; vÞpPðun; vnÞ for all nX1: Hence ðu; vÞpPðu; vÞ: This proves that
ðu; vÞ is the maximal positive solution.
If ðmi; di; xiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; are as given in the claim, then we choose ðm; d; xÞ ¼
ðm1; d1; x1Þ and ðu0; v0Þ ¼ ðu2; v2Þ in the above iteration scheme with a possibly larger
M: We easily see that un is a decreasing sequence that converges to some u; vn is an
increasing sequence that converges to some vpf0; and ðu; vÞ is a positive solution of
(3.10) with ðm; d; xÞ ¼ ðm1; d1; x1Þ: Since ðu1; v1Þ is the maximal solution to this
equation, we necessarily have ðu; vÞpPðu1; v1Þ: But clearly ðu2; v2Þ ¼
ðu0; v0ÞpPðun; vnÞpPðu; vÞ: Thus we deduce ðu2; v2ÞpPðu1; v1Þ; as required.
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The proof for the conclusions about the minimal positive solution is parallel. Set
ðu0; v0Þ ¼ ðUm; 0Þ and deﬁne ðun; vnÞ inductively by (3.11) with some large M40:
Then
ðUm; 0ÞpPðun; vnÞpPðunþ1; vnþ1ÞpPð0;f0Þ:
It is easily seen that ðun; vnÞ converges to some positive solution ðu; vÞ of (3.10). If
ðu; vÞ is an arbitrary positive solution of (3.10), then from ðu; vÞXPðu0; v0Þ we deduce
ðu; vÞXPðun; vnÞ for all n; and hence ðu; vÞXPðu; vÞ: This shows that ðu; vÞ is the
minimal positive solution of (3.10). The inequality ðu2; v2ÞpPðu1; v1Þ is proved in
a similar manner as for ðu2; v2ÞpPðu1; v1Þ; here we choose ðm; d; xÞ ¼ ðm2; d2; x2Þ in
(3.11) and start with ðu0; v0Þ ¼ ðu1; v1Þ: This ﬁnishes the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2. ue-N uniformly on Dk as e-0:
Since l4lDk1 ð0Þ; we can ﬁx a constant d040 such that l4lDk1 ð0Þ þ 2d0c: Let
ðu1; v1Þ denote the maximal positive solution of (3.10) with m  1; d  d0 and x ¼ 1:
It is easily seen by standard regularity theory for elliptic operators that u1AC1ðO\DkÞ
and v1AC2;aðO\DkÞ: Therefore we can extend v1 into Dk such that the extended v1
belongs to C2ð %OÞ and satisﬁes
d0=2pv1p2d0 in Dk: ð3:13Þ
Let ce denote the unique positive solution of
Du þ cv1u ¼ lu  ½bðxÞ þ eu2; uj@O ¼ 0:
Since lDj1 ðcv1ÞplDj1 ð2d0cÞ ¼ 2d0c þ lDj1 ð0Þol for j ¼ 1;y; k; by Theorem 2.2 of
[DL] (with Lu ¼ Du þ cv1u), we obtain
lim
e-0
ceðxÞ ¼N uniformly on Dk: ð3:14Þ
By (3.14) we ﬁnd that ceXu
1 on @ðO\DkÞ for all small e40: Moreover, when ep1;
Du1plu1  ½bðxÞ þ eðu1Þ2  cu1v1 in O\Dk:
Therefore we can apply Lemma 2.3 to conclude that, for all small e40; ceXu
1 on
O\Dk: It follows that
Dv1 ¼ mv1  ðv1Þ2  du1v1Xmv1  ðv1Þ2  dcev1 on O\Dk:
On Dk; by (3.14), (3.13) and the fact that v1AC2ð %OÞ , we ﬁnd that the above
inequality also holds provided that e is small. Therefore, for all small e40;
Dv1Xmv1  ðv1Þ2  dcev1 in O:
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This implies that ðu; vÞ ¼ ðce; v1Þ is an upper solution of (3.6). Since the semitrivial
solution ðfe; 0Þ is linearly unstable, it is well known (see, e.g., [D2]) that (3.6) has a
positive solution ðu; vÞ which is the limit of the iteration sequence deﬁned in (3.11)
with ðu0; v0Þ ¼ ðce; v1Þ and some suitable large M: Moreover, ðu; vÞpPðce; v1Þ: Since
ðue; veÞ is the minimal positive solution of (3.6), we necessarily have
ðue; veÞpPðu; vÞpPðce; v1Þ: In particular, ueXce on O: It now follows from (3.14)
that ueðxÞ-N as e-0 uniformly on Dk: This proves Claim 2.
Claim 3. ve-0 uniformly on D
k as e-0:
Let us ﬁrst show that ve-0 on any compact subset of ’D
k: Indeed, let ve denote the
unique positive solution of
Dv ¼ ðm dueÞv  v2 in ’Dk; vj@Dk ¼ ym;
whose existence follows from a simple upper and lower solution argument, and the
uniqueness follows from Lemma 2.3. Applying Lemma 2.3 again we ﬁnd vepve on
Dk: But due to ue-N on Dk; it is easily seen that ve-0 on any compact subset of
’Dk: Therefore,
ve-0 as e-0 on any compact subset of ’Dk: ð3:15Þ
We now observe that to prove Claim 3, it sufﬁces to show that Ze :¼
maxxA@Dk veðxÞ-0 as e-0: For if this is the case, then the unique positive solution
ze of
Dz ¼ ðm dueÞz  z2 in ’Dk; zj@Dk ¼ Ze;
satisﬁes vepzepZe for all small e40:
To show Ze-0; we argue indirectly. Suppose that there are sequences en-0;
xnA@Dk and some d040 such that Zen ¼ venðxnÞXd0 for all nX1: By passing to a
subsequence, we may assume that xnA@Dj for some 1pjpk and all nX1: For each
small dX0; let us deﬁne Ddj ¼ fxADj : dðx; @DjÞ4dg; and consider the problem
Dw ¼ mw  w2 in O\Ddj ; wj@Dd
j
¼ 0; wj@O ¼ 1: ð3:16Þ
Clearly, large positive constants are upper solutions to (3.16) and 0 is a lower
solution. It follows from this and Lemma 2.3 that (3.16) has a unique positive
solution wd: By the uniqueness and a standard regularity and compactness argument,
it is easily shown that wdjO\Dj-w0 in C2ðO\DjÞ as d-0:
For each ﬁxed small d40; we have
Dve ¼ ðm dueÞve  v2epmve  v2e in O\Ddj ; vepwd on @O:
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Moreover, by (3.15), vepwd on @Dd=2j if e40 is small enough. Therefore, we can
apply Lemma 2.3 on O\Dd=2j to conclude that vepwd on this set for all small e40: In
particular, wdðxnÞXvenðxnÞXd0 for all large n: But we already know that
wdðxnÞ ¼ wdðxnÞ  w0ðxnÞpjjwd  w0jjCðO\DjÞ-0
as d-0: This contradiction ﬁnishes our proof for Claim 3.
Claim 4. ð3:8Þ has a maximal positive solution ð %Um; %VmÞ and for any positive sequence
feng that decreases to 0, fðuen ; venÞg has a subsequence that converges to a positive
solution of ð3:8Þ uniformly on compact subsets of %O\Dk:
By Claims 2 and 3, we can ﬁnd sequences of real numbers m1nom2n; d1n4d2n
satisfying, for i ¼ 1; 2; min increases to N; din decreases to 0, and
m1npuen j@Dkpm2n; d2npven j@Dkpd1n:
Let ð %uin; %vinÞ denote the maximal positive solution of (3.10) with ðm; d; xÞ ¼
ðmin; din; enÞ; and ð
%
uin;
%
vinÞ denote the corresponding minimal positive solution. We
have, by Claim 1,
ð
%
u2n;
%
v2nÞpPðuen ; venÞpPð %u1n; %v1nÞ;
and, for ðuin; vinÞ ¼ ð %uin; %vinÞ or ðuin; vinÞ ¼ ð
%
uin;
%
vinÞ;
ðU ; VÞpðuinþ1; vinþ1ÞpPðuin; vinÞpPð0;f0Þ;
where f0 is the unique positive solution of
Dv ¼ mv  v2 in O\Dk; vj@O ¼ 0; vj@Dk ¼ d11;
U is the minimal positive solution of (3.3), and V is the unique positive solution of
Dv ¼ mv  v2  dUv in O\Dk; vj@ðO\DkÞ ¼ 0:
It follows as before that, for i ¼ 1; 2; ð
%
uin;
%
vinÞ converges to some ð
%
ui;
%
viÞ and ð
%
ui;
%
viÞ is a
positive solution of (3.8); ð %uin; %vinÞ converges to some ð %ui; %viÞ and ð %ui; %viÞ is a positive
solution of (3.8).
We show next that ð %u1; %v1Þ is the maximal positive solution of (3.8). To this end, let
ðu˜; *vÞ be an arbitrary positive solution of (3.8) and let m0 be an arbitrary positive
number. By an upper and lower solution argument much as in the analysis of (2.5)
before, we can show that the problem
Du ¼ lu  bðxÞu2  cu*v in O\Dk; uj@O ¼ 0; uj@Dk ¼ m0
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has a unique positive solution u; and by Lemma 2.3, upu˜ and actually strict
inequality holds except along @O: It follows now from Theorem 3.9 in [Du1] that
lO\D
k
1 ðdu˜Þ4lO\D
k
1 ðduÞ: By Theorem 3.8 in [Du1] and the equation for *v; we ﬁnd that
m4lO\D
k
1 ðdu˜Þ: Thus m4lO\D
k
1 ðduÞ: This implies that the problem
Dv ¼ mv  v2  duv in O\Dk; vj@ðO\DkÞ ¼ 0
has a unique positive solution v and vX*v due to upu˜ and Lemma 2.3.
We now deﬁne ðun; vnÞ by (3.11) with ðu0; v0Þ ¼ ðu; *vÞ; ðm; d; xÞ ¼ ðm0; 0; 0Þ and
some large M: It is easily seen that v1 ¼ vXv0 and u1 ¼ u0: Therefore,
ðun; vnÞpPðunþ1; vnþ1Þ and ðun; vnÞ-ðuˆ ; #vÞ which is a positive solution of (3.10) with
ðm; d; xÞ ¼ ðm0; 0; 0Þ: Thus we have
ðu˜; *vÞpPðu0; v0ÞpPðun; vnÞpPðuˆ ; #vÞ:
If we use ðuˆ n; #vnÞ to denote ðuˆ ; #vÞ with m0 ¼ m1n; then ðu˜; *vÞpPðuˆ n; #vnÞ and by Claim
1, we have
ðuˆ n; #vnÞpPð %u1n; %v1nÞ:
It follows that
ðu˜; *vÞpPðuˆ n; #vnÞpPð %u1n; %v1nÞ:
This implies that ðu˜; *vÞpPð %u1; %v1Þ: In other words, ð %u1; %v1Þ is the maximal positive
solution of (3.8). (Similarly we can show that ð %u2; %v2Þ is the maximal positive solution
of (3.8), and hence ð %u1; %v1Þ ¼ ð %u2; %v2Þ:)
It follows from a simple regularity consideration that fðuen ; venÞg is bounded in
W 2;pðKÞ for any compact subset K of %O\Dk: By a standard diagonal process, we can
ﬁnd a subsequence of fðuen ; venÞg that converges in C1ðKÞ for any such compact K to
some ðU ; VÞ: It is easily seen that ðU ; VÞ is a positive solution of (3.8) satisfying
ð
%
u2;
%
v2ÞpPðU ; VÞpPð %u1; %v1Þ: This ﬁnishes the proof of Claim 4.
From the conclusions in Claim 4, we see that to ﬁnish the proof of Theorem 3.8, it
sufﬁces to show the following.
Claim 5. ð3:8Þ has a minimal positive solution.
It seems unclear whether ð
%
u2;
%
v2Þ in the proof of Claim 4 is minimal among all
positive solutions of (3.8). To show that there is a minimal positive solution, we
observe that the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.15 of [Du1] works as well when
Oþ there is replaced by O\Dk; due to our deﬁnition of l
O\Dk
1 ðdUÞ: This proves Claim
5 and hence ﬁnishes the proof for Theorem 3.8. &
Theorem 3.8 shows that ðue; veÞ exhibits a clear pattern as e-0: We will
demonstrate below that an intuitively clearer pattern is given by a rescaled version of
ðue; veÞ; namely ðu˜e; veÞ :¼ ðeue; veÞ: It is easily checked that ðu˜e; veÞ is a minimal
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positive solution of the following competition model:
Du ¼ lu  ½e1bðxÞ þ 1u2  cuv;
Dv ¼ mv  v2  e1duv;
uj@O ¼ vj@O ¼ 0: ð3:17Þ
Clearly ðu˜e; veÞ has the same dynamical properties as ðue; veÞ in (1.3) when regarded
as a steady-state of the corresponding parabolic problem of (3.17).
We have the following result which improves several conclusions in Theorem 3.8.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that lXlD11 ð0Þ:
(i) If lDk1 ð0ÞololDkþ11 ð0Þ and m4lO\D
k
1 ðdUÞ for some 1pkpm  1; where Dk :¼Sk
j¼1 Dj and U
 is the maximal positive solution of ð3:3Þ; then
(a) ðu˜e; veÞ-ð*yl; 0Þ uniformly on Dk; where, for j ¼ 1;y; k; *yljDj is the unique
positive solution of
Du ¼ lu  u2 in ’Dj; uj@Dj ¼ 0; ð3:18Þ
(b) for any positive sequence en-0; fðu˜en ; venÞg has a subsequence that converges
to ð0; VÞ uniformly on O\Dk; where VACðO\DkÞ and is the second
component of some positive solution ðU ; VÞ of ð3:8Þ:
(ii) If l4lDm1 ð0Þ and m4lO\D1 ðdUÞ; then
(a) ðu˜e; veÞ-ð*yl; 0Þ uniformly on D, where, for j ¼ 1;y; m; *yljDj is the unique
positive solution of
Du ¼ lu  u2 in ’Dj; uj@Dj ¼ 0;
(b) for any positive sequence en-0; fðu˜en ; venÞg has a subsequence that converges
to ð0; VÞ uniformly on O\D; where VACðO\DÞ and is the second component
of some positive solution ðU ; VÞ of ð3:9Þ:
Proof. It sufﬁces to prove the properties along a decreasing sequence en-0: For
simplicity of notation, we write ðu˜n; vnÞ ¼ ðu˜en ; venÞ: Again we only prove case (i) as
the proof for case (ii) is similar.
Claim 1. For each j ¼ 1;y; k; Zn ¼ Zjn :¼ max@Dj u˜n-0 as n-N:
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Arguing indirectly we assume that there exists 1pjpk; a sequence xnA@Dj and
some d040 such that u˜nðxnÞXd0 for all nX1:
For each small d40; deﬁne Ddj to be the d-neighbourhood of Dj and consider the
problem
Du ¼ lu  u2 in Ddj ; uj@Dd
j
¼ 0: ð3:19Þ
Since l4lDj1 ð0Þ and Ddj contains Dj; we have l4l
Ddj
1 ð0Þ; and hence (3.19) has a
unique positive solution ud: By the uniqueness and a standard regularity and
compactness argument, we can easily show that
udjDj-yj in C2ðDjÞ as d-0; ð3:20Þ
where yj denote the unique positive solution of (3.18). For each ﬁxed small d40;
from Theorem 3.8, we ﬁnd that u˜n ¼ enuen-0 on @Dd=2j : It follows that u˜npud on
@D
d=2
j for all large n: Moreover, on D
d=2
j ; we have Du˜nplu˜n  u˜2n: Therefore, one
can apply Lemma 2.3 to conclude that u˜npud on Dd=2j : In particular, for all
large n;
udðxnÞXu˜nðxnÞXd0:
This implies that max@Dj udXd0 for all small d40: Clearly this contradicts (3.20).
This proves Claim 1.
Claim 2. u˜n-yj uniformly on Dj for j ¼ 1;y; k; u˜n-0 uniformly on O\Dk:
Let wn denote the unique positive solution of
Dw ¼ lw  w2 in Dj; wj@Dj ¼ Zn:
Then it is easily seen that Zn-0 implies wn-yj uniformly on Dj as n-N: Since
Du˜nplu˜n  u˜2n in Dj and u˜npwn on @Dj; it follows from Lemma 2.3 that u˜npwn
on Dj:
On the other hand, if we denote dn ¼ cjjvnjjLNðDjÞ; then we see from Theorem 3.8
that dn-0: Therefore, l dn4lDj1 ð0Þ for all large n; and the problem
Dz ¼ ðl dnÞz  z2 in ’Dj; zj@Dj ¼ 0
has a unique positive solution zn: We easily see that Lemma 2.3 can be applied to
conclude u˜nXzn on Dj: But clearly zn ¼ yldnj -ylj uniformly on Dj as n-N:
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Therefore, we infer from znpu˜npwn that u˜n-ylj uniformly on Dj as n-N: This
proves the ﬁrst half of Claim 2.
To prove the second half of Claim 2, we consider the problem
Du ¼ lu  u2 in O\Dk; uj@O ¼ 0; uj@Dk ¼ xn; ð3:21Þ
where xn :¼ max@Dk u˜n: By what has just been proved, we know xn-0 as n-N: It is
easily seen by a lower and upper solution argument that (3.21) has a unique positive
solution un: A standard regularity and compactness argument shows that un
converges uniformly to u0 which is the maximal nonnegative solution of
Du ¼ lu  u2 in O\Dk; uj@O ¼ 0; uj@Dk ¼ 0: ð3:22Þ
Clearly u0 ¼ 0 when lplO\D
k
1 ð0Þ and u0 is the unique positive solution of (3.22) in the
remaining case.
Applying Lemma 2.3 we ﬁnd that u˜npun on O\Dk: Therefore for any sequence
fxngCO\Dk satisfying dðxn; DkÞ-0; we have
u˜nðxnÞpunðxnÞpjjun  u0jjLNðO\DkÞ þ u0ðxnÞ-0: ð3:23Þ
By Theorem 3.8, we already know that u˜n-0 uniformly on any compact subset of %O\Dk:
This and (3.23) imply that u˜n-0 uniformly on O\Dk: This ﬁnishes the proof of Claim 2.
Note that Theorem 3.8 asserts that vn-0 uniformly on D
k; and subject to a
subsequence, vn-V uniformly on any compact subset of %O\Dk; where V is the
second component of some positive solution ðU ; VÞ of (3.8). Hence to complete the
proof of Theorem 3.9, it only remains to show the following.
Claim 3. V is continuous on O\Dk and vn-V uniformly on this set.
Let zn ¼ max@Dk vn: We know from Theorem 3.8 that zn-0 as n-N: Let yn
denote the unique positive solution of
Dv ¼ mv  v2 in O\Dk; vj@O ¼ 0; vj@Dk ¼ zn: ð3:24Þ
Since zn-0; it is easily seen that
yn-y0 uniformly on O\Dk; ð3:25Þ
where y0 denote the unique positive solution of (3.24) but with zn replaced by 0. Note
that such y0 exists due to m4l
O\Dk
1 ðdUÞ4lO\D
k
1 ð0Þ:
We compare vn with yn over O\Dk by Lemma 2.3 and deduce vnpyn on this set. It
follows that Vpy0 on O\Dk: From the equation for V and standard interior
regularity, we know that V is continuous on %O\Dk: From 0pVpy0 we ﬁnd that
VðxÞ-0 as dðx; @DkÞ-0: Hence V is continuous on O\Dk:
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It remains to show vn  V-0 uniformly on O\Dk: Given e40; we can ﬁnd d40
small such that for xADk satisfying dðx; @DkÞod;
y0ðxÞoe; VðxÞoe:
Therefore, for such x;
jvnðxÞ  VðxÞjpvnðxÞ þ VðxÞpjjyn  y0jjLNðO\DkÞ þ 2e:
By (3.25), we can ﬁnd n1X1 such that
jvnðxÞ  VðxÞjo3e; 8nXn1; 8xADk satisfying dðx; @DkÞod:
By Theorem 3.8, we can ﬁnd n241 such that
jvnðxÞ  VðxÞjo3e; 8nXn2; 8xADk satisfying dðx; @DkÞXd:
Therefore jvn  V jo3e on O\Dk whenever nXmaxfn1; n2g: This ﬁnishes the proof of
Claim 3 and hence Theorem 3.9 is proved. &
3.4. Asymptotical stability of ðue; veÞ and its modification
To understand the asymptotical stability of ðue; veÞ; we ﬁx e40 small and consider
its dependence on m: It is convenient to write
ðue; veÞ ¼ ðueðmÞ; veðmÞÞ ¼ ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ:
By a simple comparison argument we ﬁnd that ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ increases with m in the
order pP for mAðme0; mðeÞ:
Choose M ¼ MðeÞ40 large enough such that for mA½b; g :¼ ½me0; mðeÞ and
0pupx :¼ 1þ jjfejjN; 0pvpZ :¼ 1þ jjveðmðeÞÞjjN;
gðu; vÞ :¼ Mu þ lu  ½bðxÞ þ eu2  cuv
is strictly increasing in u; and
hðm; u; vÞ :¼ Mv þ mv  v2  duv
is strictly increasing in v: Then deﬁne
Aðm; u; vÞ ¼ ðDþ MÞ1ðgðu; vÞ; hðm; u; vÞÞ; ðu; vÞAE0; mAR1:
Note that the Banach space E0 is deﬁned in Section 3.2.
Denote
A ¼ fðu; vÞAE0: 0pupx; 0pvpZ in Og:
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We easily see that ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ is a ﬁxed point of Aðm; Þ in A: It is well known that
standard regularity results imply that Aðm; Þ is a completely continuous operator on
E0; and by the strong maximum principle, for mA½b; g; it is strongly increasing over
A in the order pP0 ; that is
Aðm; u1; v1Þ  Aðm; u2; v2ÞA interior of P0 if ðu1; v1Þ  ðu2; v2ÞAP0\fð0; 0Þg;
where P0 ¼ P-E0: Moreover, for ﬁxed ðu; vÞAA with va0; Að; u; vÞ is strictly
increasing, that is,
Aðm1; u; vÞ  Aðm2; u; vÞAP0\fð0; 0Þg if bpm2om1pg:
It is also easily checked that A is continuously Frechet differentiable with respect to
all its arguments. In particular,
Dðu;vÞAðm; u0; v0Þðh; kÞ ¼ ðDþ MÞ1ðguðu0; v0Þh  cu0k; hvðm; u0; v0Þk  dv0hÞ;
which is a strongly positive operator on E0 if mA½b; g and ðu0; v0ÞAA:
It is well known that ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ is asymptotically stable as a steady-state solution
of (1.3) if it is linearly stable; the latter is equivalent to the assumption that the
spectral radius rðDðu;vÞAðm; uðmÞ; vðmÞÞÞ is less than 1.
Since ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ is the minimal ﬁxed point of Aðm; Þ; it is easily shown by a
comparison and compactness argument that m-ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ is left continuous as a
map from ðb; g ¼ ðme0; mðeÞ to E0: Denote
O ¼ Oe :¼ fmAðme0; mðeÞ : ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ is linearly stableg:
We have
Theorem 3.10. O is an open set in ðme0; mðeÞ whose complement ðme0; mðeÞ\O has
measure zero in R1:
Proof. Due to the properties of the operator A observed above, this conclusion is an
easy consequence of the arguments in Section 3 of [Du3]. &
Let E0 ¼ E0e :¼ ðme0; mðeÞ\Oe: Then E0 is the exceptional set where it is unclear
whether ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ is asymptotically stable. We need Dancer’s theory (see
[D2,D3,D4,D5]) to understand this case. By this theory, rðDðu;vÞAðm; uðmÞ; vðmÞÞÞ ¼
1 for mAE0: Moreover, if ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ is continuous at m0AE0; then ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ is
asymptotically stable; if ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ is discontinuous at m0AE0; then ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ is
unstable, but in this case, the limit
ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ :¼ limm-m0þ ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ
exists, it is a positive solution of (3.6), and is asymptotically stable.
Note that, by the implicit function theorem, at each m0AO; the map
m-ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ is continuously differentiable in m:
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Let us now explain very brieﬂy Dancer’s theory in our setting here. This theory is
based on a ﬁxed point index approach. Suppose m0AE
0: Using the analytic
dependence of the problem on ðm; u; vÞ and a local bifurcation analysis, it can be
shown that ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ is always isolated as a ﬁxed point of Aðm0; Þ: Moreover, its
ﬁxed point index, relative to C :¼ ½ðuðm0Þ; vðm0Þ; ð0; ym0ÞÞP0 ; is 1 when ðuðmÞ; vðmÞÞ is
continuous at m0; and is 0 when discontinuity occurs at m0: When discontinuity
occurs then ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ lies in the interior of C and is an isolated ﬁxed point of
Aðm0; Þ with ﬁxed point index 1 (relative to C).
When the ﬁxed point index of ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ is 1, then one can ﬁnd a sequence of
strict upper solutions ðun; vnÞ of (3.6) such that ðun; vnÞ lies in the interior of C and
converges to ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ: From this it is easy to see that ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ is
asymptotically stable from above. We already know from Section 3.2 that it is
asymptotically stable from below. By the strongly order-preserving property of the
dynamical system, it follows from these facts that ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ is asymptotically
stable.
When the ﬁxed point index of ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ is 0, it can be shown that (3.6) has a
sequence of strict lower solutions ðun; vnÞ which lies in the interior of C and converges
to ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ: This implies that ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ is unstable from above. In this case,
since ðuðm0Þ; vðm0ÞÞ is in the interior of C and has ﬁxed point index 1, one can use a
centre manifold analysis to show that it is asymptotically stable.
We refer to [D2,D3,D4,D5] and [DaH] for detailed discussions of this topic (under
more general conditions).
Finally, if we deﬁne, for each mAðme0; mðeÞÞ;
ðue ðmÞ; ve ðmÞÞ ¼ limm0-mþ ðueðm
0Þ; veðm0ÞÞ:
Then from the above discussion, we know that ðue ðmÞ; ve ðmÞÞ is always asymptoti-
cally stable. Moreover, if m0A½m1; m2Cðme0; mðeÞÞ; then
ðueðm1Þ; veðm1ÞÞpPðueðm0Þ; veðm0ÞÞpPðue ðm0Þ; ve ðm0ÞÞpPðueðm2Þ; veðm2ÞÞ:
From this, we easily see by Theorem 3.8 that if m1; m2 are close enough to m0; then
ðue ðm0Þ; ve ðm0ÞÞ exhibits the same pattern as ðueðmiÞ; veðmiÞÞ; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; when e-0:
Indeed, Theorem 3.8 remains valid when ðueðmÞ; veðmÞÞ is replaced by ðue ðmÞ; ve ðmÞÞ:
Similarly, Theorem 3.9 remains true when ðeueðmÞ; veðmÞÞ is replaced by
ðeue ðmÞ; ve ðmÞÞ:
On the other hand, let feng be an arbitrary positive sequence that converges to 0.
By Theorem 3.10,
SN
n¼1 E
0
en has measure zero. Therefore, for any me
SN
n¼1 E
0
en
satisfying m4lime-0 me0; and for all large n; the positive solution ðuen ; venÞ of (3.6) with
e ¼ en is asymptotically stable.
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